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This issue of Quarterly focuses on perspectives for

Helsinki in terms of a new population projection, in-

ternational comparative urban research and statistics

as well as in terms of a new research programme.

The new population projection expects the popu-

lation of the City of Helsinki to grow by 8,000 inhabit-

ants by 2011 and by 24,000 inhabitants by 2030. The

population figures are projected as being 567,000 in

2011 and 583,000 in 2030. The Helsinki Region,

comprising Helsinki and 11 neighbouring or adjacent

municipalities, will grow even faster. The Region will

have 225,000 new inhabitants by 2030. Seppo

Laakso and Pekka Vuori present the new population

projection on pp. 7–10.

A recent comparative study on European metrop-

olises undertaken by ERECO (European Economic Re-

search Consortium) and coordinated by Cambridge

Econometrics depicts the current state and prospects

of future development of the economy in the Euro-

pean metropolises. Almost all the metropolitan re-

gions are considerably more productive than their

host countries. This means that the per capita

value-added goods and services produced in the met-

ropolitan regions is higher than the respective ratio

for the entire country. One third or even a greater

share of the Gross Value Added (GVA) in Western and

Central Europe is generated in the metropolitan re-

gions, even though their share of the population is

about one quarter. (Figure 1)

Employment growth is expected to be slower up to

2008 than it was during the period 1995–2002.

(Figure 2)
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Figure 1. Share (%) of the national Gross

Value Added generated in selected European

metropolises in 2002

Sources: The Regional Economy of Helsinki from an Inter-
national Perspective, City of Helsinki Urban Facts, Statis-
tics 2003:7 and its forthcoming up-date of 2004.

Urban Research TA Ltd Seppo Laakso. ERECO 2004. Euro-
pean Regional Prospects. Analysis and Forecasts to 2008.



The knowledge economy and its foundations are

the key interest of a European comparative research

project carried out by Euricur (European Institute for

Comparative Urban Research) at the Erasmus Uni-

versity in Rotterdam. Helsinki was one of the nine cit-

ies included in this research project. Led by Professor

Leo van den Berg, the research team highlights the

question of what cities can do to become stronger in

the knowledge economy. The research identifies four

types of interrelated knowledge activities in a city. A

city should be able to attract knowledge workers, to

create and apply knowledge and to develop growth

clusters. These knowledge activities are closely

linked to knowledge foundations, i.e. the knowledge

base, economic base, quality of life, accessibility, ur-

ban diversity, urban scale and social equity.

This comparative research showed Helsinki to

have an excellent broad knowledge. However, the re-

gional economy could be more varied so as not to be

too susceptible to global slowdowns. Whilst Helsinki

offers a high urban quality of life and high social eq-

uity, the urban diversity (a vibrant city image) could

be higher. The economic base of the region is rather

small and thus there is an urgent need to develop

new growth clusters and to engage in strategic net-

works to be able to respond timely to rapidly chang-

ing markets and technologies. The shortages in en-

trepreneurial activities need to be addressed. In the

case of Helsinki, the Euricur research team found

there to be a fear of other Finnish regions being sup-

ported more out of national funds to the detriment of

the Helsinki region. From the point of view of the

global economy, the researchers question to what

extent Finland can afford such an equity policy. The

Helsinki Region must obtain sufficient means to guar-

antee economic growth and diversity in the near fu-

ture.

Professor Seija Kulkki presents major conclusions

based on a current piece of research focusing on how

the Helsinki Region could become stronger as a hub

of knowledge, innovation and business enterprise; to

put it briefly, how to create a unique global profile for

the Helsinki Region. The measures needed to raise

Helsinki’s profile as an ideapolis amounted to five

baskets of actions. See pp. 18–21.

Creative knowledge, such as cultural activities,

media and design, adds to the knowledge base of the

city. In this issue of the Quarterly you can read about

a forthcoming thematic statistics compilation of arts

and culture in Helsinki, including comparisons of a se-

lected number of European cities.

The City of Helsinki has a new research

programme encompassing the period 2004–2006

(see also www.hel.fi/tietokeskus). The main goal of

the research programme is to increase knowledge

about the living conditions and well-being of Helsinki

citizens and to strengthen the competitiveness of the

business community in compliance with the principles

of sustainable development and good governance.

The programme also supports the strategic work of
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Figure 2. Employment growth 1995–2002 and

the forecast for employment growth in top

twelve metropolises in 2002–2008

Sources: The Regional Economy of Helsinki from an Inter-
national Perspective, City of Helsinki Urban Facts, Statis-
tics 2003:7 and its forthcoming up-date of 2004.

Urban Research TA Ltd Seppo Laakso. ERECO 2004. Euro-
pean Regional Prospects. Analysis and Forecasts to 2008.



the City of Helsinki. In view of current challenges and

urgent information needs, six priority research

themes emerged:

� The Helsinki Region as an innovative environment

and system

� The income basis of the city economy (municipal

economy)

� Social cohesion

� The impacts of the EU enlargement

� Cooperation in management and development is-

sues of the urban region

� Sustainable development in Helsinki’s planning

and participation system

We may say that because of the economic reces-

sion of the early 1990s, the City of Helsinki started to

view things in a new light. The City clearly adopted a

knowledge-based strategy for its future direction.

Human capital, knowledge and skills were considered

as the basis for success. Much attention was paid to a

favourable business environment as well as to inten-

sified co-operation with universities and their re-

search activities. In addition, emphases were given

to securing social cohesion and a good living environ-

ment.

In 1998, the City of Helsinki, the Ministry of Edu-

cation and the University of Helsinki agreed to inten-

sify their co-operation in the field of urban research.

The agreement generated six new professorships at

the University for a term of five years. The disciplines

of the professorships were social policy, urban his-

tory, urban geography, urban economics, ecology

and systematics, and sociology.

In 2003, this model was further extended. A new

agreement was reached between the cities of Hel-

sinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Lahti, the University of Hel-

sinki, Helsinki University of Technology and the Min-

istry of Education. The extensive work of setting up

the new agreement, including the financial arrange-

ments, was successfully led by Deputy Mayor

Ilkka-Christian Björklund, who also acted as chair-

man of the above mentioned research programme.

Under the new agreement there will be a total of nine

professorships in urban research, seven professor-

ships will be accommodated at the University of Hel-

sinki and two at Helsinki University of Technology.

For the City of Helsinki, and indeed for the entire Hel-

sinki Region, this is a unique opportunity to advance

urban research of high quality, to cooperate in the

fulfilment of a joint research programme and to make

the urban dimension more visible in the university

curricula.

We are actually approaching the goal of strength-

ening the local and regional innovative system. We

have achieved a functioning science corridor stretch-

ing from the Otaniemi Campus in the West to the

Viikki Campus in the East. There is a special article on

pp. 14–17 on the new Eko-Viikki village-like housing

area. Viikki embraces eco-housing, a new University

Campus, Viikki Science Park and an evolving busi-

ness area of knowledge intensive jobs.

Urban Audit, launched by the European Commis-

sion’s Directorate General for Regional Policy and

carried out by cities, national statistical institutes,

Eurostat and the Directorate General itself provides a

comprehensive set of urban indicators covering vari-

ous aspects of urban life. According to the prelimi-

nary results of the Urban Audit (the final results will

be published in October 2004), Helsinki appears as

follows compared to 188 other cities of the 15 Mem-

bers States of the European Union. To take a few ex-

amples of the extensive set of indicators, Helsinki has

a high employment rate, but also a high unemploy-

ment rate. Helsinki ranks highly in terms of residents

with a higher education degree. GDP per head scores

high. The coverage of children’s day care is excellent.

Public transport functions well, only a few people use

their own car to get to work. The average living area

(m
2
) per person is low and the average price per m

2

for an apartment or house is high. The Urban Audit

also undertook telephone interviews about how peo-

ple feel about their lives and what their perceptions
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are. Helsinki residents are very satisfied with their

lives in their city, as many as 94% shared this opin-

ion. People in Helsinki feel safe in their city and neigh-

bourhood and are quite satisfied with the everyday

amenities provided. The difficulties mentioned in-

clude the hard work involved in finding a good job

and high housing prices. It is not easy to find a good,

reasonably-priced apartment or house.

International comparisons and the new knowl-

edge derived from these contribute to capacity build-

ing in the city. The Urban Audit provides ample op-

portunities for further comparative urban research

and contributes to planning urban policy measures.

Asta Manninen
Acting Director

Helsinki City Urban Facts
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Stockholm Helsinki (Uusimaa)

0,8 - 0,89

0,9 - 1

0,7 - 0,79

Karlsruhe

Oberbayern
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Ile de France

LEADING INNOVATIVE

REGIONS IN EU (EU15) 2003
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Dresden
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Eastern Ireland

Southern Sweden

Attiki

Berlin

Stuttgart

Emila-Romagna
Lisbon

Vienna

Eastern UK

Southern Finland

Cologne

Lombardia

Eastern
Middle Sweden

Lazio

0,6 - 0,69

Piemonte

Source: European Innovation Scoreboard 2003. The European Commission.



Since Helsinki was founded in 1550, its population

has typically been growing, and the 19th century, es-

pecially, was a time of very strong population growth.

This growth was interrupted for the first time in 1969,

when the city had around 524,000 inhabitants.

Then a period of slight decline followed up until the

early 1990s. The subsequent increase continued

throughout the 1990s, and was interrupted for the

first time in 2003.

Changes in the population affect the use of public

services, for example, and for this reason the City of

Helsinki regularly commissions population projec-

tions, i.e. forecasts of how big the population is going

to be in future.

Population projections imply a number of difficul-

ties and uncertainties due to the fact that all events

and trends cannot be foreseen. Especially today,

when the global economy contains many factors that

cannot be controlled, forecasting is difficult.

Obviously, that is no reason why we should stop

trying to foresee the course of events, and the new-

est population projection for Helsinki has already

been made, covering the years 2004–2030.

Population development in
Helsinki and the Helsinki Region

In 2003, Helsinki’s population decreased by 386 peo-

ple, and in 2004, this decline is expected to be at

least equally strong. The decline was preceded by an

uninterrupted period of growth between the early

1990s and 2001, with annual growth figures of be-

tween 4,000 and 8,000 in the city. The fall was due to

the migration surplus, which turned negative in

2002. Meanwhile, natural population growth has re-

mained very stable.

The growth of the whole Helsinki Region slowed

down considerably compared with earlier years due

to decreasing migration surpluses. In 2003, the re-

gion had a migration surplus of around 2,000 people.

However, the domestic migration surplus, which had

totalled almost 10,000 people per annum maximally

in the 1990s, turned negative. In the region, too, nat-

ural migration growth has been very stable compared

with net migration.
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Helsinki’s migration balance has been very un-

evenly depending on the area of exchange. In

2002–2003, Helsinki’s migration deficit to the rest of

the region almost doubled from the levels during pre-

vious years. Families with children, especially, moved

away from Helsinki. Moreover, Helsinki lost people to

the fringes of the commuting area, too, in 2002. Mi-

gration surpluses from the rest of Finland outside

Helsinki’s commuting are have decreased systemati-

cally, and in 2003, the migration surplus from this

area was only around 2,000 people. Foreign immigra-

tion is the only part of the net migration that has been

growing, with a surplus of around 2,000 foreign na-

tionals in 2003.

The numbers of births and deaths have varied

very little. In Helsinki, annual deaths have stayed be-

tween 5,100 and 5,300 a year for many years, and

although the number of elderly people has grown, the

number of deaths has not risen significantly, because

life expectancy has risen, too. The number of births

grew in 2003, bringing nativity back to level it was at

before 2001–2002, during which years it decreased

slightly.

Factors behind these changes

Above all, decreasing migration surpluses for the Hel-

sinki Region are due to falling employment figures.

For the first time since the depression years in the

1990s, employment in the Helsinki Region started

falling in the latter half of 2002. What is exceptional

compared with earlier years is that, in 2002–2003,

the employment trend was weaker in Helsinki than

the rest of country.

Another factor explaining migration losses in

2002–2003 is increasing migration from Helsinki to

the rest of the Helsinki Region and even the fringes of

the commuting area. This increase is, above all,

linked with housing: exceptionally low loan interests

in recent years have increased the demand for

owner-occupied homes, especially in terraced and

detached houses. The housing business has been ex-

ceptionally lively, and housing prices have rocketed.

Many families with children have moved from small

and medium-sized flats in Helsinki, especially rented

flats, to terraced or detached houses outside the city.

Biannual projections and
alternative scenarios

The City of Helsinki biannually draws up a population

projection to serve as a base for the dimensioning of

public services. The projection made in 2004 reaches

as far ahead as 2030. Three alternative scenarios are

provided, based on different assumptions regarding

the economic development of the economy of the

Helsinki Region.

The Helsinki Region comprises the capital and 11

adjacent municipalities, with a total of 1.2 million in-

habitants. Beyond the periphery of the Helsinki Re-

gion, the commuting area has a fringe zone, with an-

other roughly half a million inhabitants.
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Three alternative projections are presented for

the Helsinki Region and Helsinki, namely:

� the basic alternative

� rapid growth

� slow growth

The basic alternative is based on the economic

projection for Helsinki for the years 2004–2008. By

this estimate, the aggregate production of the Hel-

sinki Region is growing by 3 per cent on average per

annum, while also employment is picking up by 1 per

cent in 2004–2008. The corresponding figures for the

whole country are 2.5 per cent and 0.7 per cent. An-

other assumption is that the Helsinki Region remains

reasonable competitive and attractive, retaining its

current strengths and avoiding the worst threats.

However, the difference in economic growth rates be-

tween the Helsinki Region and the rest of Finland that

was seen in the 1990s will level out clearly. Further-

more it is assumed that the housing market in the

Helsinki Region will remain tight and that differences

in housing prices between the capital and the rest of

the country remain at current levels.

The rapid growth alternative is based on fast

growth in the Finnish national economy. The assump-

tions regarding the competitiveness and attraction of

the Helsinki Region are the same as in the basic alter-

native.

The slow growth alternative assumes that the vital

export sectors of the Helsinki Region, i.e. above all

the ICT sector, are in for a long-standing decline due

to sharpening international competition and a drain

of jobs to cheap production countries. This implies

slower economic growth, and the Helsinki Region

pulls the rest of Finland, too, into a long-standing de-

cline.

Natural population growth will be slowing down in

the Helsinki Region only in the 2020s, and in Helsinki,

the number of deaths will exceed the number of

births by the end of the period projected. This is due

to age structure changes that bring increasing mor-

tality and decreasing nativity.

Job growth in the Helsinki Region (% per

annum on average) according to the three

alternative projections

2004–2010 2011–2020 2021–2030

Basic alternative 1.0 0.6 0.3
Rapid growth 1.5 0.8 0.5
Slow growth –0.5 0.0 0.0

Alternative population projections
for Helsinki and the Helsinki
Region

Basic alternative
According to the basic alternative, Helsinki would

have 567,000 inhabitants in 2011, and 583,000 in

2030. Thus, Helsinki’s population would grow by

8,000 before 2011 and by 24,000 before 2030. While

half of this growth consists of migration surplus, the

other half comes from natural population increase,

i.e. excess of births over deaths. Population decrease

in Helsinki is estimated to stop in 2003, to turn into

slight growth again. Helsinki is estimated to receive

new migration surpluses of foreign nationals and

people from other parts of Finland than its commut-

ing area. However, Helsinki is forecast to continue

having a migration deficit to the rest of the Helsinki

Region and the fringe of the commuting area. Natural

population increase is forecast to start slowing down

significantly only in the 2020s. Housing space per

person increases, reaching 43 square metres in 2025

– compared with 34 square metres today. The aver-

age size of dwelling households decreases from 1.9

people per dwelling to 1.60 by 2030.

The Helsinki Region will have 1,460,000 inhabit-

ant by 2030, which implies an increase of around

225,000 since 2004.
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Slow growth
According to the slow growth alternative, Helsinki

would have around 560,000 inhabitants in 2030, i.e.

about as many as today. The Helsinki Region would

have 1,420,000 inhabitants by 2030, after an in-

crease of about 185,000 people.

Rapid growth
According to the rapid growth alternative, Helsinki

would have 620,000 inhabitants in 2030, i.e. 60,000

more than today. The Helsinki Region would have

1,530,000 inhabitants by 2030, i.e. 300,000 more

than today.
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New Research Programme

The City of Helsinki’s Research Programme is drawn

up every three years to activate and co-ordinate re-

search on Helsinki and the entire Helsinki Metropoli-

tan Area. The programme seeks to increase the

knowledge of living conditions and welfare of Helsinki

citizens and to strengthen the competitiveness of the

business community in compliance with the principles

of sustainable development and good administration.

It also supports the City of Helsinki’s strategic work

and information needs relating to common strate-

gies. The programme covers research projects that

are of major interest to various partners and con-

ducted or co-ordinated by Helsinki City Urban Facts.

This programme excludes research independently

commissioned or carried out by the city’s other of-

fices and departments, although such research, too,

includes data from Helsinki City Urban Facts’ Re-

search Register.

The research programme has been drawn up un-

der the direction of a steering group for research

co-operation led by Deputy Mayor Ilkka-Christian

Björklund. The steering group comprised representa-

tives of several of the City of Helsinki’s offices and de-

partments as well as co-operation partners from the

University of Helsinki, Helsinki School of Economics,

Helsinki University of Technology, and Statistics Fin-

land. The steering group provided the outlines for the

work and Helsinki City Urban Facts researchers did

the preparation work. Dozens of meetings with hun-

dreds of co-operation partners were held. Urban

Facts has a staff of 15 researchers.

The programme includes 93 research ideas or pro-

jects grouped into seven themes: (1) Regional, urban

and municipal economy, (2) Population, housing, (3)

Living conditions, safety and urban culture, (4) Edu-

cation and labour market, (5) City governance and

participation, (6) Urban structure and environment,

(7) Urban history.

Besides the thematic division, the programme was

also prepared to take into account current challenges

and information needs in Helsinki’s urban policy. Six

themes emerged:

1 Helsinki’s metropolitan region as an innovative

environment and system,

2 The income basis of the city economy,

3 Social coherence (inclusion / exclusion),

4 The effects of EU enlargement,

5 Co-operation in the management and develop-

ment of the urban region,

6 Sustainable development in Helsinki’s planning

and participation system.
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The idea is to use these themes to support the

common strategies of the City of Helsinki. The theme

Helsinki’s metropolitan region as an innovative envi-

ronment and system combines research projects that

analyse measures of importance to Helsinki’s com-

petitiveness as well as the potential of the metropoli-

tan region to be successful in international economic

development. Analyses of the income basis of the city

economy focus on both Helsinki’s own municipal

economy and the economic operational environment

of the City of Helsinki and the entire urban region.

For many years, Helsinki City Urban Facts has

studied social differentiation in Helsinki and the Hel-

sinki Metropolitan Area. There have been fears of in-

creasing social differentiation between neighbour-

hoods and of the phenomena such differentiation

may cause in a big city. Furthermore, knowledge of

the population’s living conditions and welfare relates

to themes that affect Helsinki and safety in the city.

Therefore, social coherence has been highlighted in

the programme.

The enlargement of the European Union in 2004

and, above all, the entry of the Baltic States implied a

new kind of situation for Finland and the Helsinki Re-

gion. Hence the reason to highlight the effects of EU

enlargement in the research programme. Due to cur-

rent regionalisation, new solutions are needed in the

production of administration and services of both the

City of Helsinki and its entire urban region and in their

contentual development. An urban region appears

differently to inhabitants than it does to administra-

tion. Taking these different views into account is one

of the key issues when discussing co-operation in the

management and development of the urban region.

Co-operation is topical also when discussing sustain-

able development in Helsinki’s planning and partici-

pation system, and therefore special attention is paid

to balanced growth in the region’s population and

jobs as well as to social structure, traffic and environ-

mental diversity.

Research projects within the various themes have

been divided into two categories, i.e. projects to be

carried out and research ideas. Projects to be carried

out have advanced to the point where research mate-

rial, researchers and finance have mostly been found,

so it is likely the projects will go ahead. It is less cer-

tain whether research ideas will be implemented in

the form suggested. In addition to the research ideas

and projects included in the programme, the website

of Helsinki City Urban Facts will be supplemented by a

section primarily serving people working on their the-

ses.

The research projects noted in the present

programme do not represent all the research con-

ducted by the City of Helsinki or about the economic

region of Helsinki. Some of the remaining research is

responsive to current needs, while other is regular

follow-up. The latter includes regular statistical sur-

veys and their analytical sections, which are pro-

duced by Helsinki City Urban Facts’ Unit for Statistics.

In addition, the city’s other offices and departments

continuously make surveys in their own fields.
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Deputy Mayor Ilkka-Christian Björklund has just handed
over the Helsinki City Research Scholarship diplomas of
2004.
Photo: Vesa Keskinen.



Cooperation with universities,
research scholarships and awards

A chapter of its own is the research conducted at uni-

versities, polytechnics and other research establish-

ments and which in many ways concerns the activi-

ties taking place in Helsinki and the whole metropoli-

tan region. An important opening are the professors

of urban research, who significantly supplement and

steer the field of urban research. When the

programme was started, there were six professor-

ships, but their number will rise to nine. At the same

time, the number of sponsors increases with the cit-

ies of Espoo, Vantaa and Lahti joining in. In future,

there will be research professors at the Helsinki Uni-

versity of Technology as well as at the University of

Helsinki. The network of nine urban research profes-

sors will produce a separate research programme

that will supplement the co-ordination of urban re-

search in Helsinki’s metropolitan region.

There are also other possibilities to support urban

research in Helsinki. Urban Facts prepares the deci-

sions for granting Helsinki City research scholarships,

the Helsinki City Scientific Award and awards for aca-

demic theses.

The City of Helsinki annually grants research

scholarships for studies on a Helsinki topic. This is a

way of stimulating and promoting the kind of re-

search that the City considers important. These

scholarships are intended for post-graduate re-

searchers, including doctoral theses, licentiate theses

and even master’s theses.

Studies on the conditions of the city’s finances and

the local business sector, on public services produced

or commissioned by the City, and on the environment

and everyday life of Helsinki citizens are given prior-

ity in granting the research scholarships.

Since its introduction in 1996, the aim of the Hel-

sinki City Scientific Award has been to consolidate

and promote Helsinki as a City of Science. The award

is granted in recognition of a significant scientific

work done by a Helsinki citizen or in Helsinki.

One further form of co-operation with local univer-

sities is the Award for Meritorious Master’s Theses,

which has been granted to master’s theses and simi-

lar theses since 1992. No restrictions as to the scien-

tific discipline exist. The awards are granted to 4–6

people annually.
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Professor Jaakko Frösén, winner of the Helsinki City
Scientific Award in 2004, receiving congratulations.
Photo: Vesa Keskinen.



The new ecological development Eko-Viikki offers vil-

lage-like housing in a countryside setting near the

public services of the city – and near people’s

workplaces. The area was planned to become a new

kind of housing area that would meet the criteria of

sustainable development. In line with recent trends,

the buildings are low, and they lie close to each other.

They face the south, which helps save energy.

In Eko-Viikki, many experimental ecological solu-

tions were implemented such as natural gravitation

ventilation in the dwellings, solar energy, use of sur-

face waters, etc. A survey in August 2003 sounded

out residents to establish how they felt about these

experimental solutions and other characteristics of

the area. It collected the thoughts and ideas of resi-

dents on everything from the completion of the con-

structions and the social atmosphere of the area to

the ecological ideals and the shape of the yards.

Ecology in everyday life
� “I am more conscious of ecological matters now.”

� “I am not too convinced our house is very ecologi-

cal. For example, the ceiling fan must be on all the

time to keep the air fresh.”

� “The solar energy system has not been used prop-

erly. Its technology is too sophisticated. They

should have taught somebody to use it.”
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Residents mostly pleased –
but public services could be closer

Mira Kajantie
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Facts and figures on the Eko-Viikki ecological
development in 2004:

Population: 1,800

Households: 750

Mean size of households: 2.4 people

Single households: 33%
(48% in Helsinki total)

Households with 3+ members: 40%
(20% in Helsinki total)
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Figure 1. Age group percentages in Helsinki

and the Eko-Viikki development in 2003



These were some of the comments given on the

ecological principles and solutions applied in

Eko-Viikki. A key intention with the whole develop-

ment was to learn and collect data about how the so-

lutions applied could be developed and how they

could be used in new contexts.

The old truth “No one is born a master”, was con-

firmed in Eko-Viikki, and there have clearly been

flaws in the practical implementation of many of the

solutions. Both planners, builders and residents alike

have been learners in the project. In houses with

gravitation ventilation and solar panels, the residents

need separate guidance to be able to live in the house

and to make the most of the ecological opportunities

it provides.

Partly for the same reasons as respondents said

they needed more information about the ecological

solutions, some of these solutions were criticised.

Neither their functionality nor their ecological proper-

ties had convinced all the residents. Responses also

revealed slight planning errors and neglect in the fin-

ish.

Despite criticism, the general ecological image of

the development is, however, almost exclusively

seen as something positive. Many residents reported

they had a higher appreciation of nature and a better

awareness of environmental issues now than before

they moved to Eko-Viikki. Many said they paid much

more attention to their consumption of energy and

water, and that recycling had become a daily routine.

On the other hand, though, some inhabitants that

had a high awareness of environmental issues before

they moved to the area said they were a bit disap-

pointed with the opportunities offered by the neigh-

bourhood. For example, improvements were called

for in the recycling of glass and metal.

At the Eko-Viikki Seminar on 24 August 2004,

planners, architects and constructors expressed their

views on the practical difficulties that the project had

run into, and what conclusions had been drawn. The

new ecological solutions had not been easy to adapt

to traditional construction planning, and creative

imagination had often been needed. The general con-

clusion was that experiences gained should now be

passed on to future projects, lest a key idea behind

the whole project be neglected.

Enough public services today and in future?
� “School is the only reason we moved here. We had

to move 400 metres within the Viikki district to get

inside the catchment area of our child’s school.”

� “They promised lots of public services, but there

isn’t even an ATM, and the public health station is

going to be closed.”

� “The present public health centre provides the

best services I’ve ever had.”

The greatest problem perceived by residents was

insufficient public services. Above all, residents felt

worried about the future of these public services. And

at present, there are no banking or postal services in

the area, and only one grocery store, which cannot

meet the demands of a population of almost 2,000.

The situation is not helped by public transport in the

area, which consists of only one bus line to the city

centre. According to residents, the bus is too slow

and too crowded during rush hours.
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aspect for settling in Eko-Viikki
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Figure 3. Perceived provision of information

on ecological solutions in dwellings



Thus, a life without a car had become too compli-

cated for many residents, even for many of those who

would have otherwise preferred to do without one.

Consequently many have considered buying or have

even bought a car. Obviously, such a situation is not

in harmony with the goals and the basic idea of the

eco-village project. It was also pointed out that sus-

tainable development would require public services

near the inhabitants and flexible public transport.

The situation will improve with the completion of

the entire Viikki area. A shopping centre will be built

near Eko-Viikki, featuring the most important public

services – although not quite within easy reach for all

pedestrians.

Another brighter side of life in Eko-Viikki is that

conditions are very favourable for families with chil-

dren. A kindergarten and a school can be found in the

neighbourhood. Parents need not transport their chil-

dren to the kindergarten by car, and the school day of

school children is not prolonged by bus travel.

Judging from responses, the residents truly seem to

appreciate these conditions.

The proportion of families with children among the

population of the locality is 40 per cent, i.e. twice as

great as in the city as a whole.

“Our village. Peace and quiet – and nature.”
� “The good social climate of the neighbourhood and

the strong sense of community are good for ev-

eryone in Viikki.”

� “There are plenty of children and playgrounds,

and the garden plots are nice, too, especially the

discussions you can have with those on the neigh-

bouring plot.”

� “A lovely little brook, green grass, garden plots

and the University’s experimental farm with all the

animals are important ingredients of the neigh-

bourhood. We hope they won’t build too much

more in it.”
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Figure 4. Eko-Viikki from the children’s point

of view

Sustainable development fridge: a “ground cellar” of the
traditional Scandinavian type in Eko-Viikki.
Photo: Magnus Gräsbeck.



Although residents express their concern or even

disappointment with certain phenomena, an unam-

biguous result of the survey was that the great ma-

jority of residents very much like living in their new

neighbourhood. The calm and unique milieu is the

foremost reason. For the majority, the proximity of

nature and the excellent opportunities for outdoor

exercise had been key factors for moving to

Eko-Viikki.

Judging from responses, residents have also de-

veloped a good-humoured social climate, which quite

obviously is an important factor for well-being, too.

People have found new friends among their neigh-

bours; and shared activities are common. One reason

are the talkoos, which are perhaps the most common

form of traditional socialising in Finland, during which

people work together sweeping leaves or shovelling

snow, for example, and having a good time. The

sense of community sought in the project seems to

have been realised, at least to some extent

In this article, we have seen some key issues

highlighted by the residents. Responses, which are

mostly very positive, do contain criticism, too, which

is natural because, obviously, there’s always room

for improvement. The majority of residents had

moved to their homes before the work on yards,

lawns, etc. was completed, and their expectations

were high due to attractive advertisements.

Time will tell how well people get along in their ex-

perimental neighbourhood in the future, and what

value the adjacent university premises will add to the

area – and whether the public services promised will

be provided. Besides giving answers, our survey

raised quite a number of questions, and obviously, it

will be a matter of continuous interest to follow how

Eko-Viikki evolves in the future. We will need more

facts to assess whether the goals set for the project

have been achieved.
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Figure 5. Opinions about various factors in

Eko-Viikki

The survey was conducted in August-September

2003. All the 753 households then resident in the

Eko-Viikki area received a questionnaire. 508

forms were completed and returned before the

deadline. The analysis was made in accordance

with adequate statistical methods. Among those

responses arriving too late, only the freely formu-

lated answers were heeded. The response rate al-

most reached 70 per cent. The findings of the sur-

vey are presented comprehensively in Helsinki City

Urban Facts’ series “Tutkimuskatsauksia.”



We can change the world through our own actions –

in co-operation with others.

The above could be a summary of an extensive in-

quiry (see frame at end of article) conducted among

the managements of municipalities, universities, re-

search institutes and business enterprises in the in-

novation and technology sectors in the Helsinki Re-

gion, as well as representatives of the ministries con-

cerned.

The study clearly showed that local players are ea-

ger to identify a common vision and to develop a

globally unique profile based on local expertise that

will help keep Helsinki among the 10–15 most impor-

tant growth centres of Europe.

The interviewees (see frame at end of article) be-

lieved in Helsinki’s chances to act as a hub of the

global information society, a hub where arts and cul-

ture, sciences and social life develop side by side with

new technology and economy. At best, Helsinki can

be a global growth centre and cultural metropolis

with an all-European touch, yet firmly rooted in its

own traditions.

Helsinki can enhance its reputation as a place

where modern urban professionals can fulfil their

need for leisure, arts, culture and self-fulfilment in an

environment that respects the ideals of beauty, kind-

ness, love and truth. The Helsinki Metropolitan Area

is ready to proceed on its way towards a global “new

wave” information society.

To create a unique global profile

Today, the world seems fairly well aware that Finland

is a strong player in the innovation sector. Not sur-

prisingly, the Helsinki Region was one of the 22 Euro-

pean regions given the Award of Excellence for Inno-

vative Regions in 2002.

Nevertheless, the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, i.e.

the four central municipalities of the Helsinki Region,

is facing challenges. Its profile must be further raised

– a fact agreed upon by the interviewees. For one

thing, it is never wise to rest on your laurels, and sec-

ondly, there are studies that rank Helsinki surpris-

ingly low as an innovative milieu. The European Cities

Monitor 2002 put Helsinki as low as 27
th

among “the

best cities to locate your business today”.

Yet, according to statistics from the Finnish Na-

tional Technology Agency, 40 per cent of Finnish R&D

is conducted in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, while

the area has only 25 per cent of national manufactur-

ing. It is true, of course, that the regions of Oulu and

Tampere, two other major Finnish ideapolises, have

twice as high an R&D ratio per capita as the Helsinki

Metropolitan Area – a fact which has, naturally, chan-

nelled considerable R&D funds to these regions. Oulu

and Tampere have also received relatively greater

proportions of EU financed projects than the Helsinki

Metropolitan Area.
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It should also be pointed out that the Helsinki Met-

ropolitan Area has eight strong universities. More-

over, knowledge-intensive services have clustered

very strongly in the area – near the expertise and the

R&D. The Metropolitan Area is also home to several

knowledge clusters of an international magnitude

such as the Otaniemi area and the Viikki Science

Park. Thus, the area has considerable potential to be-

come stronger as a hub of knowledge, innovation and

business enterprise.

However, criticism is not totally unjustified:

knowledge and innovation in the Helsinki Metropoli-

tan Area is fragmented and passively organised and

financed. As a result, there have been difficulties in

getting EU funded projects to the area, especially

since the sixth Frame requires applicants to have ex-

tensive corporate collaboration and an ability to set

up and carry out strategically significant large pro-

jects.

Also, the Helsinki Metropolitan Area should, obvi-

ously, be collaborating more with the state authori-

ties to attract new creative professionals and entre-

preneurs. The interviewees of the survey (see frame

at end of article) mentioned several norms, attitudes

and practices that essentially hamper evolution to-

wards internationalism and multi-culturalism.

Other cities in the global
information economy

It is a widespread maxim today that the evolution of

not only countries, but also cities, depends on their

international competitiveness. Earlier, urban areas

were “subordinate” to national policies of growth and

competition – policies mainly based on manufactur-

ing. Today, institutional, knowledge-related and fi-

nancial instruments are being crafted with the pri-

mary aim of helping to develop innovative and inter-

nationally competitive urban centres of growth.

In line with these trends, Finnish urban regions,

too, such as Oulu and Tampere, are specialising in in-

ternationally competitive expertise to create a unique

and sustainable role in the international scramble be-

tween urban regions.

Another trend today is that internationally com-

petitive urban regions are forming networks and stra-

tegic alliances not only within their countries, but also

across national borders and even oceans.

Canada has formulated as its national strategy to

grow and develop as a globally competitive knowl-

edge society. For this reason, the country has in-

vested substantially in the “Unleash our Potential”

campaign to promote its five largest growth centres
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(Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg and Mon-

treal) as global palyers in the field. The main mes-

sage of the campaign goes: “Despite 21
st

century

challenges, cities are still governed by a 19
th

century

model”. Thus, Canada is focusing not only on the new

knowledge itself but also on its framework in terms of

governance and administration. The country is in-

vesting hundreds of millions of dollars in researchers

and consequent research to make each of the se-

lected growth centres a competitive part of the global

economy.

A good example of strategic alliances in Europe is

the Öresund Region straddling the sea border be-

tween Sweden and Denmark. Including Copenhagen,

and a number of other cities, it has 3.5 a total of mil-

lion inhabitants and 12 universities. To date, around

�10 billion has been invested in turning the area into

a world class growth centre. Elsewhere in Europe, EU

funds have been used to set up strategic alliances be-

tween cities, such as the IntelCities project, which in-

cludes Manchester and Helsinki, for example.

The Netherlands is investing both at the regional

and national level. It has set up a national Innovative

Platform, whose task it is to catalyse and fuel new in-

novative ideas and projects for the information soci-

ety. The Innovation Platform disposes over �185 mil-

lion for the development of expertise and innovation.

In addition, The Netherlands is investing another �90

million in strategic development projects that require

extensive co-operation networks and consortia. One

important target is Amsterdam, where the

KnowledgeLand Foundation has been established as

a think-tank for information society development and

an incubator of new innovative business.

In Germany, the city of Bremen, which is applying

a very independent innovation policy, has established

an organisation of its own as well as a company to

manage the R&D and innovation of public service.

Measures include commercialisation and public-pri-

vate partnerships. Elsewhere in Europe, Westmin-

ster, Eindhoven, Gothenburg and Luleå have devel-

oped new forms of finance and administration for lo-

cal R&D and innovation.

London, Barcelona, Öresund, Toronto and Singa-

pore launched their planning of globally profiled

knowledge already in the late 1990s. London is delib-

erately developing itself as a global metropolis rely-

ing on a creative information economy. Barcelona is

developing its profile as a creative location for inter-

national business enterprise, and therefore boasts a

modern telecom infrastructure, pleasant housing en-

vironments and innovative academic and research

milieux. Singapore profiles itself globally as an effi-

cient hub of logistics that also has considerable ca-

pacity for turning innovation into industrial produc-

tion.

Overall, the industrial policies of urban regions

have entered a new and very challenging phase since

the late 1990s. We are witnessing a new kind of

growth and competition policy where cities and re-

gions are looking beyond national policies and infra-

structures to find a place for themselves, and there-

fore shape their visions, strategies and policies ac-

cordingly.

Helsinki’s policy

To summarise the interviews in the survey, the ac-

tions needed to raise Helsinki’s profile as an ideapolis

are as follows:

1 strengthen co-operation between the universities

of the region, or even merge them, and shape a

shared international profile for them.

2 develop new forms of organisation and finance for

new service technology and even for industry cre-

ation based on scientific and applied research.

3 further up intensify the co-operation between

companies, universities, research institutes and

the public sector by creating public-private part-

nership and similar models including open-source

development.
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4 set up new kinds of internal R&D functions within

public service such as welfare services, telecom,

logistics and transport. This requires cities to ex-

pand their present R&D activities and to decide to

allocate sufficient resources for them. (Such mea-

sures are also necessitated by the urgent need for

improved cost efficiency.) This task (in fact, a na-

tional project) can subsequently be turned into a

positive growth impulse for new social and tech-

nological innovation.

5 increase funds for prototyping and piloting, sci-

ence-based venturing and risk management.

Yet another conclusion was that co-operation be-

tween local players could, at best, provide a rich

multi-disciplinary basis for development. It could

contribute to social-technological-financial innova-

tion springing from the notion that the behaviour and

actions of people and communities constantly chal-

lenge the developers of services and technologies.

Thus, cities can act as ‘living labs’ for a cultural, so-

cial, technological and financial renewal. At present,

the EU is about to allocate funds for these types of

projects.
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In spring 2003, the Centre for Knowledge and

Innovation Research CKIR of the Helsinki School of

Economics was commissioned to analyse the stra-

tegic opportunities for developing the Helsinki Met-

ropolitan area into a globally profiled centre of in-

novation and business enterprise. The study was

commissioned by Culminatum – Helsinki Region

Centre of Expertise, Helsinki City Urban Facts, the

Employment and Economic Development Centre of

Uusimaa and the Association of Finnish Local and

Regional Authorities.

The study interviewed 100 people including (1)

holders of key posts in the management of the ci-

ties, the management of public services and the

development of industrial policy in the Helsinki

Metropolitan Area, (2) rectors, other managers

and experts of universities and polytechnics, (3)

managers and experts of local research institutes,

(4) experts and managers of institutions funding

sciences, R&D and business start-up in the area,

(5) experts from the ministries of Trade and

Industry, Education and Interior, (6) representati-

ves of innovation-based business enterprises, and

(7) managers of the local technology industry.

The aim was to find out what the interviewees

thought about the following issues:

1 what strategic opportunities there are to raise

the Helsinki Region into a globally profiled and

influential innovation environment, and

2 what are the most important measures of

research and development to be taken to

achieve this goal.

A major seminar was also arranged for these 100

people by the Culminatum Centre of Expertise on

27 April 2003, and a report was presented in

December 2003.

At present, the Culminatum Centre of Expertise is

drawing up a globally profiled innovation strategy

in extensive co-operation with these local players.



In recent years, much has been written and said

about the ‘knowledge economy’. European cities are

in a phase of transition which includes a shift of ac-

cent towards knowledge as a production factor. In

many sectors, the core activity is no longer the man-

ufacturing of products, but instead, the development

of new products and production processes, as well as

the generation of new knowledge and the design of

marketing concepts.

What are the characteristics of a knowledge econ-

omy? Which roles do cities play in the knowledge

economy? How does this affect urban management

and policies?

These are some of the questions approached in

the research project “European cities in the Knowl-

edge Economy” carried out by EURICUR (European

Institute for Comparative Urban Research, Erasmus

University Rotterdam). Helsinki was one of the nine

cities included in the project, the others being Am-

sterdam, Dortmund, Eindhoven, Manchester, Mu-

nich, Münster, Rotterdam and Zaragoza.

Knowledge foundations

Cities that want to become – and remain – successful

in the knowledge economy need solid knowledge

foundations (see figure). The two main foundations

are the knowledge base and economic base.

The knowledge base – which is important because

it is a key input for economic activities in knowledge

cities – is determined by the quality, quantity and di-

versity of universities, polytechnics, other education

institutes and by R&D in public and private organisa-

tions. Creative knowledge, too, (cultural activities,

media, design etc) adds to the knowledge base.

The economic base is important because it deter-

mines the starting position of cities in attracting and

developing new knowledge activities. The economic

base of urban regions with a service-dominated

economy is usually stronger than in cities specialising

in manufacturing and, for example, port industries.

For example, Amsterdam has relatively many service

activities, which stimulate employment, while Rotter-

dam has many port activities, which are in a process

of decreasing employment.

Also, cities with a diversified economy are less

vulnerable in rapidly changing economic circum-

stances because the downturn in some sectors is

then compensated by growth in other sectors.

The quality of life in a city is important to attract

and retain knowledge workers: it includes an attrac-

tive built environment, high-quality housing, green

areas (parks etc) and a rich variety of cultural institu-

tions (e.g. theatres, cinemas, museums).

Since the knowledge economy is a network econ-

omy, accessibility plays an important role: especially

international connections (airports and high-speed
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trains) are essential. Furthermore, a solid digital in-

frastructure (broadband networks) and good internal

accessibility (including urban public transport) add to

the accessibility.

Cities with a high urban diversity are better posi-

tioned to attract creative knowledge workers. Urban

diversity includes the ethnical composition of the

population, but is also related to a diversified eco-

nomic base and to quality-of-life factors such as a

varied built environment and a sufficient mix of cul-

tural facilities.

The knowledge economy is a network economy:

rapid developments in the knowledge sector engen-

der a situation where no single person or company

can master all disciplines or even monitor all the lat-

est developments – nor can cities, for that matter.

Cities – especially those of a smaller urban scale –

need to engage in strategic networks to be able to re-

spond in time to rapidly changing markets and tech-

nologies.

Every city in the network needs to develop its own

specialisation and strengths. To a large extent, big is

beautiful in the knowledge economy. For companies

it is easier to find specialised staff in larger cities, and

for people big cities are attractive thanks to their

large and varied provision of jobs. The big population

of large cities enables bigger airports and specialised

facilities such as international schools.

In the knowledge economy, there is a two-way re-

lationship between economic performance and social

equity. For one thing, growth in the knowledge inten-

sive sector benefits not only the qualified knowledge

professionals but those people, too, that have a lower

level of education, because this growth increases the

number of jobs in personal services, hotel and cater-

ing industry and retail trade, where a lower level of

education is often sufficient. Furthermore, reduced

poverty and inequality can stimulate economic

growth by increasing people’s sense of securit

y and by enhancing the purchasing power, which

will strengthen the demand factor in the economy.

Knowledge Activities

What can cities do to become stronger in the knowl-

edge economy? The study mentioned above distin-

guished four key factors:

A Attracting/retaining knowledge workers. This as-

pect deals with the ability of cities to attract and

retain highly educated people, students, but also

workers in creative industries (e.g. new media

and design).

B Creating new knowledge. This can be purely sci-

entific knowledge, but also other sorts of knowl-

edge.

C Applying knowledge. The report analysed how sci-

entific knowledge and other skills are transferred

into business (for example incubator facilities for

start-up companies) and more in general how the

knowledge infrastructure and businesses co-oper-

ate.

D Developing growth clusters. For each case city the

research analysed how clusters are formed and

stimulated and which types of clusters have been

chosen.

It is important to acknowledge that knowledge ac-

tivities are interrelated: the creation and application

of knowledge and the attraction of knowledge work-

ers all contribute to enhance growth clusters. Fur-

thermore, knowledge activities are tightly linked with

knowledge foundations. The original foundations in-

fluence the degree and direction of knowledge-re-

lated activities (for example, it is easier for cities with

a high quality of life to attract knowledge workers),

while knowledge activities help strengthen the foun-

dations.

To give an example, cities that are successful in

stimulating growth clusters strengthen their eco-

nomic base. The degree of success with which cities

set up and execute their knowledge-related activities

largely depends on the quality of the organising ca-

pacity in the city: vision, strategy formation, leader-
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ship and strategic co-operation are crucial ingredi-

ents.

A strategy of knowledge economy
in Helsinki

In Europe, Finland was one of the first countries to

develop explicit knowledge economy strategies. The

economic crises in the early 1980s and, especially,

1990s were major incentives for knowledge strategy

formation. The current success of knowledge-inten-

sive activities in the Helsinki region can be explained

by the high quality of education and the good rela-

tions between research and business: these factors

are significantly better developed in Helsinki than in

the other eight case cities.

National institutes appear to play an important

role in this respect. A key player is the Science and

Technology Policy Council, chaired by the prime min-

ister, setting out strategic themes for the knowledge

economy. Besides, organisations for funding such as

Tekes and Sitra prescribe co-operation between

knowledge institutes and businesses.

This national involvement with the knowledge

economy activities makes Finland a frontrunner com-

pared with other European countries where specific

national knowledge economy policies have been for-

mulated only recently.

In many countries, there is a gap between na-

tional innovation policies, which are very general,

and local competences and ambitions that are more

specific and concrete. Too often, national innovation

policy is non-spatial, i.e. it does not take regional dif-

ferences in economy and knowledge specialisation

into account. With this in mind, Finland has designed

a national Centre of Expertise Programme, launched

in 1994.

The idea of the Centre of Expertise Programme is

to focus local, regional and national resources on the

development of internationally competitive fields of

know-how in specific places. The programme covers

the whole country and is implemented in regional

Centres of Expertise appointed by the Council of

State that co-operate closely with universities and

companies in their respective sectors.

Such a tendency towards regional centres of ex-

pertise in internationally leading fields was seen early

in Finland: several other European countries have

started such focussing programmes only very re-

cently.
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Earlier, local authorities in the region of Helsinki

used to play a predominantly accommodating role

by, for instance, supplying the necessary infrastruc-

ture and business space. In recent years, however,

they have developed more explicit policies to en-

hance their regional competitiveness, but nonethe-

less, these policies still play a rather small, comple-

mentary role in relation to the national knowledge

economy strategies.

In Finland, the regional government level does not

play a key role the way it does in Germany, for exam-

ple, where the Länder are important players in the

field of educational and science policy.

Helsinki’s knowledge foundations

The broad knowledge base of Helsinki is outstanding

compared with the other eight case cities. Helsinki

has, by far, the highest educated population. In Fin-

land, too, Helsinki’s population is higher educated

than the national average. In all, the economic base

in Helsinki is judged as good by the study.

However, the Helsinki region’s dependency on the

ICT sector makes its economy susceptible to global

slowdowns. More diversified cities such as Amster-

dam and Munich have a stronger economic base. Hel-

sinki offers a high urban quality of life (clean and

safe), but from an international point of view it lacks

a ‘sexy’, vibrant city image (e.g. like Amsterdam):

this may make it more difficult to attract foreign

knowledge workers.

Helsinki’s accessibility is quite good: besides hav-

ing a significant international airport it has plans to

build several high-speed train links, including a line to

St. Petersburg. This should help Helsinki consolidate

its position as a gateway between Europe and Russia.

Urban diversity in Helsinki is assessed as rather

low by the study: for example, the percentage of in-

habitants with a foreign background is the lowest of

all nine European case cities. Some theorists (e.g.

Richard Florida) consider a low urban diversity a bar-

rier to attract foreign workers.

The relatively large investments in arts and cul-

ture in the Helsinki region are viewed as a positive

factor by the study.

Helsinki’s so-called urban scale is relatively lim-

ited when compared with cities such as Manchester

and Munich. This might be one of the explanations for

the comparatively narrow economic base of the re-

gion. Co-operation with other cities in Finland, and

with other Scandinavian and Baltic cities might help

to create a larger urban scale.

Social equity in Helsinki is judged as relatively

high when compared to e.g. Rotterdam and Manches-

ter. Authorities in Helsinki are focused on preventing

rather than mending social exclusion. Besides, the

high social equity (and high average education) is

also seen as very helpful in creating a large critical

demand for knowledge intensive products.

Knowledge activities in Helsinki

The capacity of the Helsinki region to attract and re-

tain knowledge workers is considered to be good by

the study. Within Finland, the Helsinki region has a

strong attraction for highly educated people.

One of the drawbacks of Helsinki is a shortage of

good housing. Moreover, Helsinki lacks an interna-

tional location climate such as, for instance, Amster-

dam’s: Helsinki does not attract many foreign know-

ledge workers. Internationalisation strategies includ-

ing marketing programmes and university lectures in

English have been set up to improve this situation.

Also, strategic contacts created with cities such as

Tallinn and St. Petersburg are supposed to promote

Finnish interests and to attract workers from these

regions.

One of the strengths of the Helsinki region is its

readiness to create knowledge. Research and educa-

tion are of high quality and current incentives appear

to be sufficient to keep up this high level. R&D invest-
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ment in Finland is high and increasing. The number of

patents per inhabitant also ranks among the top in

Europe. Nevertheless, more European co-operation

and specialisation is needed to compete with R&D in

the US, because there are still too many relatively

weak R&D institutes within Europe today.

The capacity within the Helsinki region to apply

knowledge is judged very good by the study. Strong

relationships between education and business insti-

tutes exist, stimulated by national funding

programmes, which demand co-operation. The Finn-

ish habit of consensus and trust is also helpful.

One of the strengths of the Finnish economy is to

combine technological knowledge and design. This is

one of the explanations for the success of Nokia, a

world leader in the development and manufacturing

of mobile phones. Such combinations should be fur-

ther strengthened.

A promising new combination is welfare activities

and technology: the ageing of the population will lead

to a huge increase in demand for health care. Most

cities in Europe will have to cope with an ageing pop-

ulation, but only few cities have targeted welfare ac-

tivities and technology as a promising business sec-

tor.

Stimulation of start-up firms may become more

important to widen the economic base. However, in

Helsinki, a certain lack of entrepreneurial attitude

seems to be a barrier. Such shortages in entrepre-

neurial activities were also found in most other case

cities. This appears to be a side effect of the welfare

state: inhabitants are more reluctant to take risks.

Better dedicated policies and education programmes

should be developed to lower this barrier.

The ability to develop growth clusters in the Hel-

sinki region is good, but it could be improved. Due to

the relatively small economic base of the Helsinki re-

gion, there is an urgent need to develop new growth

clusters. The national Centre of Expertise Programme

could contribute to this aim by supporting the most

promising regional R&D activities.

Within the Helsinki region, six clusters of knowl-

edge intensive activities are designated: One of them

is medical and welfare technologies. Another cluster

is the already dominating ICT cluster, the scope of

which should be extended to other economic activi-

ties. Helsinki should be sure to develop clusters that

distinguish the city from other cities: most of the nine

case cities compared were found to be focusing on

the same clusters.

Perspectives for Helsinki

For Helsinki the research found that there is a fear

that other Finnish regions are going to be supported

more out of national funds to the detriment of the

Helsinki region. From the viewpoint of a globalising

economy, it is questioned to which extent Finland can

afford such an equity policy. To be sufficiently com-

petitive in the world-wide economy, the engine of

Finland –the Helsinki region- must obtain sufficient

means to further improve its economic and knowl-

edge base. It could be argued that the other regions

will benefit from the spread effects of the national

policy; but they could also face decline parallel with

an eventual slowdown of the Helsinki economy.

Despite the global economic downturn, the Finn-

ish economy performs relatively well. Yet, the eco-

nomic structure is vulnerable because of too much

dependence on one economic sector: ICT. There ap-

pears however to be sufficient sense of urgency that

continuous efforts are needed to guarantee economic

growth and diversity in the near future.
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May 2004 saw ten more countries join the European

Union. This implies a major impact on the whole Eu-

ropean market not only in economic but also in politi-

cal and institutional terms. For Finland the greatest

opportunity, but at the same time a major challenge,

will be the inclusion of Estonia into the community.

Estonia because of its geographical proximity, earlier

investments in the form of foreign direct investments

and other collaborative efforts. Furthermore, the two

countries have structural and lingual similarities as

well helping inter-country trade.

Due to lower labour and material costs, Finnish

companies have been rethinking their strategic posi-

tion by seeking competitive advantage through relo-

cating their activities to Estonia. For instance, Finnish

textile and clothing industries have relocated parts of

their manufacturing, especially sewing there

(Varblane & Reiljan 2001; Alho et. al. 2001). Also

companies such as Silja Line and Viking Line have

moved their call centres to Tallinn (Grünthal 2003).

As a current trend, the managing director of the Fed-

eration of Finnish Enterprises Jussi Järventaus esti-

mates that thousands of Finnish firms are considering

the relocation of operations. Phenomena like these

may have a tremendous impact on regional welfare,

such as in the Helsinki region, by decreasing jobs and

tax revenues.

The study examined eight Finnish enterprises of

various size within two industries: ICT and the furni-

ture industry. The main focus was to examine these

companies’ previous internationalisation strategies

and gather an overall image of their relocation activi-

ties, nominally concentrating on those inclining to-

wards Estonia. The research method employed was a

case study and targeted at those executives respon-

sible for decisions of their company’s relocation or

foreign operations’ strategies.

Differences in inter-country
business environment

Part of the study examined the different aspects of

the Finnish and Estonian business climate. The re-

sults show in general some advantages of the Finnish

economy. However, the gap is constantly shrinking in

various segments, such as the level of infrastructure

or technology.
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Case companies’ motives for
relocating operations to Estonia

This study found still many, especially cost-based ad-

vantages in the Estonian economy for Finnish compa-

nies to exploit. The greatest opportunity would seem

to be the increase in or defence of competitive advan-

tage against rivalry through the use of cheaper la-

bour. Still, it is highly uncertain how long Estonia can

sustain this advantage.

Cost argument
Previous studies and general opinion has been based

on the premise that relocation to foreign countries

occurs mostly as a result of strategies focusing on

cost savings. It is still the original and currently pre-

dominant reason, particularly when manufacturing is

relocated from Finland. Cost structure in the Finnish

furniture and ICT industries mainly consists of labour

costs, which can be notably lowered through relocat-

ing manufacturing functions. Labour cost differences

between Finland and Estonia were suggested in the

following manner: “if Finnish cost levels in raw mate-

rials and labour are respectively 1/3 and 2/3, then in

Estonia it is 3/4 in raw materials and only 1/4 in la-

bour costs”. The use of subcontractors is also popu-

lar, but quality can vary at times.

Yet it would appear that there a notable problem

relating to skilled labour will arise in the foreseeable

future. Labour costs have been quickly rising and will

continue to do so particularly in the early steps of EU

membership. Over the same period, workforce pro-

ductivity has not been able to keep up with the same

pace of wage index increase. This will presumably

have a negative effect on companies’ interest in relo-

cating functions or maintaining them in these mar-

kets. Also deficient productivity levels have been

shown to be a setback among processes requiring

merely semi-skilled labour, but not so extensively in

expert services such as jobs in ICT sector.

As for the cost of production raw materials, there

would seem to be no apparent cost advantages in Es-
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tonia as materials are mostly imported into the coun-

try thus retaining the prices quite adequate to Finnish

levels.

Case companies also noted that the available

manufacturing facilities still mostly date from Soviet

times as they are old-fashioned and generally in poor

repair. Therefore, it is almost a necessity for compa-

nies to establish a production plant of their own,

which naturally requires considerable capital.

Availability of labour
In the ICT branch, the availability of skilled labour is

even more important for cost savings. Already the

medium term shortfall of qualified programmers in

Finland has led companies seeking them partly from

Estonia, where there are still some available. Unfor-

tunately this is limited by the small size of the econ-

omy. In comparison to Finland, labour in the ICT sec-

tor is almost equally expensive and the wage gap is

radically falling due to high demand also from inside

country itself. Also according to responders from both

industries, the availability of a semi-skilled workforce

has been considered better in Estonia. Estonians do

not shun manual work and are usually more moti-

vated in their jobs than their Finnish counterparts.

This, among other things, is reflected in low absen-

teeism.

Taxation [corporate and personal]
The importance of taxation on relocation strategies is

not currently very significant. Yet, in future years, the

situation may change and taxation may become vital

to maintain companies’ competitive advantage. In

case of larger MNEs, taxation plays a considerably

more relevant role than it does for SMEs. From the

personal taxation viewpoint, circumstances may be

favourable for companies in a situation of expatriate

relocation since personal taxation is notably more

beneficial for those working in Estonia.

What operations should Finnish
companies relocate to Estonia?

For the case firms, the fundamental interest in prac-

ticing business in Estonia has been through manufac-

turing or by using subcontractors. Other forms of op-

eration have received less attention, but will most

probably become as significantly as traditional pro-

duction.

Two different kinds of productional types emerged

from the ICT firms studied. The first was program-

ming requiring special skills, which is in a way subjec-

tive as it can be basically produced geographically

anywhere. Another variation was the more traditional

manufacture of cables and components, where there

were no requirements for special skills. In addition to

production, ICT companies had consulting services

and R&D centres in Estonia.

This study shows that the opportunities created by

Estonia do exist to fulfil the needs of Finnish ICT com-

panies, despite not being effected through lower la-

bour costs. Estonia has vigorously developed the in-

frastructure of its information and communication

sector, which can be described highly competitive

even by Finnish standards. At the same time, there

has been skilful, innovative and motivated labour for

productional needs. For the case ICT companies,

manufacturing will still remain a preference in future

years when relocation is considered. Additionally,

firms are considering relocating some of their ser-

vices, such as consulting, to Estonia.

With companies in the furniture industry, possible

relocation will focus on productional criteria as ear-

lier. This does not necessarily involve establishing an

own subsidiary, but merely substituting a domestic

manufacturing unit by an Estonian subcontractor.

This is mostly justified through savings in various

costs. Although production quality is still somewhat

inadequate for current needs, the production infra-

structure and manufacturing skills have developed

greatly in the past decade, thus enabling the use of
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local subcontractors. Furthermore, some furniture

companies mentioned various additional functions

such as marketing services to be on the list of rea-

sons for possibly relocating to Estonia.

Strategic implication of EU
enlargement on relocation
decisions

Expenses will rise
Firstly, Estonia’s membership of the EU will greatly

affect prices and may prove to be a real threat to

business profitability through changes in cost struc-

ture. Nearly all the firms agreed that there is pres-

sure to increase wages, raw materials costs and the

cost of end products, resulting in an increase of up to

20% in costs during the early stages of EU member-

ship. After a couple of years, the pace of growth will

continue as it was before membership.

Increased bureaucracy
Another relevant problem confronted by EU member-

ship is the growth in bureaucracy, a consequence of

new legislation involving more restrictive directives

and regulations than previously experienced. Most

interviewees experienced there to be an upswing in

bureaucracy, notably scaling up their operational

burden. Over the past years, business in Estonia has

been perceived as comparatively flexible and

pro-company. Yet in future, business will likely to be-

come tougher and levels of freedom lower as a result

of greater and changing standards and regulations.

The responders considered other anticipated

changes in Estonia as being the stabilisation and wes-

ternisation of the economy and growing proportion of

foreign investments. Yet, it could be read between

the lines that the positive factors above will not out-

weigh the negative ones. Otherwise the responders

did not see Estonia’s EU membership as creating any

changes in their relocation strategies. To date, Esto-

nia has been a popular target for manufacturing and

services, thus making the changes brought about by

EU enlargement more cosmetic than fundamental.

Industry-specific view

It has to be noted that by focusing only on two indus-

tries the study involved quite a small niche. Yet those

industries are exceptionally dissimilar in their history,

organisational structure, labour, expansion views

and, most importantly, in their relocation strategies.

This is why it has been possible to create nominally

better assumptions than if only one industry had

been focused on.

The following illustrates the future prospects of

the ICT companies researched regarding the Esto-

nian and related markets. It would seem highly likely

that firms are not going to progressively further ex-

ploit the opportunities offered by the Estonian busi-

ness environment. The reasons given were rapidly

rising cost levels and the poor availability of skilled la-

bour. Especially the latter would seem to be of funda-

mental importance for relocation considerations both

from the viewpoints of in- and outbound directions.

Estonia has a considerably smaller population than

Finland, setting the limits for educational system for

education of required labour force even in a lon-

ger-term time frame. At present, the demand for and

wages of the available workforce continue to grow so

fast that companies may not necessarily consider it

viable to expand their functions there.

Still, for processes, such as cable manufacturing,

requiring only semi-skilled labour there will be labour

available also in foreseeable future. Wage levels have

also sustained a very favourable level in comparison

to Finnish standards, thus making it well justified for

companies relocating these functions to Estonia de-

spite rapidly rising local salaries. To make business

even more profitable, production plants can also be

located outside Tallinn to take advantage of even

lower labour and real estates costs.
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Furniture companies’ activities in Estonia would

not seem to experience any major changes in the up-

coming years. Phenomena in respect of production

location and activities concentrate on decreasing own

local manufacturing on the one hand, and on increas-

ing subcontracting agreements on the other. It is not

certain whether these subcontracting agreements

are implemented through Estonian, Finnish or third

country manufacturers.

If inflation or the EU itself causes cost levels to rise

too much, it will swallow companies’ contribution

margins and erode competitiveness. Therefore, it

may well be that production will cease in Estonia and

be relocated elsewhere, most likely to extra-EU coun-

try such as Russia or an Asian country, where cost

levels are considerably more attractive, but problems

emerge with corruption, the political climate and la-

bour.

Examined ICT companies’ trade in Estonia in

the upcoming years

Examined furniture companies’ trade in

Estonia in the upcoming years
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Fresh Cultural Statistics on
Helsinki

The previous issues of Arts and Culture in Helsinki,

i.e. English-language versions of the Helsinki Cultural

Statistics, have been published in 1995 and 1999.

These publications have used both statistics and

texts to present Helsinki as a city of arts and culture.

The next Arts and Culture is being published in au-

tumn 2004, and a Finnish-language version will be

available on the Internet, on the home pages of Hel-

sinki City Urban Facts www.hel.fi/tietokeskus.

The Arts and Culture in Helsinki publications con-

tain an international comparative section, where Hel-

sinki is compared with a number of major European

cities in terms of certain so-called urban indicators.

The new issue describes Helsinki as a vibrant hub

of arts and culture. The production, use and finances

of arts and culture in the city are covered, too. An-

other crucial theme of the book is how arts and cul-

ture form an integral part of life in Helsinki. Every-

where in the city, there is art to be seen and experi-

enced, not least during urban events and festivals.

Arts and culture – a success factor for
cities today
Arts and culture is the kind of creative capital that

justifies its existence through its existence. Besides,

arts and culture have an instrumental meaning. The

various genres of art employ, besides the artists

themselves, a large number of other people in associ-

ated professions. Thus, the financial and social ef-

fects of arts and culture are important for cities and

for the quality of life of citizens. Arts and culture are

today seen as a key factor the national and interna-

tional competitiveness of cities.

In recent years, the growing importance of arts

and culture has been brought to the fore at many fo-

rums. The Helsinki Klubi II, i.e. the Second Helsinki

Club, including members from the fields of business,

science, media, cultural institutions and the public

administration has defined as one of its key goals to

raise Helsinki’s cultural profile internationally.

Cultural statistics are elaborated both in
Finland and abroad
At present, Statistics Finland is developing a system

for regional cultural statistics. 2003 saw the publica-

tion of Kuntien kulttuuritoiminta ja sen kustannukset

(arts and culture activities of municipalities – and

their costs), and the Kulttuuritilasto 2003 (cultural

statistics 2003) published in autumn 2004 contains

more regional data than earlier. Statistics Finland

also has an Internet file for regional statistics. More-

over, the Leisure Survey of Statistics Finland con-

cerns arts and culture, too, and Statistics Finland is

working on a system for statistics on the exports of

arts and culture.
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The most recent research and development pro-

ject for arts and culture in cities is the EUROCULT 21,

a two-year project financed by the European Com-

mission and led by Eurocities. It collects information,

studies and compares the cultural policies of cities.

The project includes 19 European cities and seven re-

search institutes, networks or universities from 12

countries. The City of Helsinki and the University of

Helsinki are among the members. The project fo-

cuses on the study of practices of cultural administra-

tion, on comparative statistics and, above all, on the

development of indicators.

Another important project is the Urban Audit II, a

joint project of the European Commission, DG Re-

gional Policy and the Eurostat, national statistical of-

fices, and cities, which collects life quality indicators

from over 250 European cities. Culture and recre-

ation is one of its nine themes. In Finland, the cities of

Helsinki, Tampere, Turku and Oulu are included in

the Urban Audit II.

Timo Äikäs,

Senior Actuary

The statistics section of the present Helsinki Quar-

terly contains preliminary data from the international

section of the Arts and Culture in Helsinki, namely the

comparisons of per capita visits at the cinema or

theatre in 2001. Arts and Culture in Helsinki, which

contains articles by many experts in their respective

fields in cultural institutions, arts and culture organi-

sations and the state administration, is published

shortly after the present Helsinki Quarterly.
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Helsinki’s position among
metropolises

In her master’s thesis recently approved by the

Bayerische Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg,

Elke Offenwangerin, MA, views Helsinki’s position

among other metropolises of Europe and the rest of

the world.

Elke Offenwanger looks at Helsinki from a number

of pragmatic perspectives, and the empirical analysis

of her work is based on statistical as well as qualita-

tive data collected during a stay in Helsinki in Sep-

tember 2003.

Among others, she makes the conclusion that

generally, the image of Helsinki among those living

and working in the city is very favourable: quality of

life is considered to be high in Helsinki. She continues

by noting that although by international comparison

Helsinki is not a very large metropolis, most of the

amenities found in large metropolises in terms of arts

and culture, for example, can be found in Helsinki.

Moreover, she says, Helsinki is a very open, mod-

ern and active city by virtue of its architecture, its ac-

cess to the sea and to nature and its residents’ atti-

tude towards new technologies. And with its

well-working welfare state services, Helsinki is a typi-

cal Nordic city.

According to Offenwanger, Helsinki’s regional

economy is strongly dominated by services, while

traditional manufacturing is much less important.

The most important economic fields in Helsinki are

high-technology, R&D and education followed by fi-

nance and banking as well as advertising, accoun-

tancy and shipping industry.

In 1995–2000, Offenwanger also notes, Helsinki’s

growth in terms of GVA, employment and population

was the second fastest in Western and Central Eu-

rope. Also, the EU-enlargement in May 2004 gave

Helsinki a new opportunity to strengthen its position

in Europe and to operate as a gateway city to Russia

and Estonia, and probably to move towards the cen-

tre of tomorrow’s Europe.

Magnus Gräsbeck

Helsinki Quarterly editor
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Offenwanger, Elke: Helsinki: Global City, Stadt an der
Peripherie oder im Zentrum des “Neuen Europa”? –
Eine qualitative Studie. MA thesis. Bayerische Julius-Maxi-
milians-Universität Würzburg, 2004.
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Helsinki in European Comparison

Sources: Urban Audit II, preliminary results, September 2004.
European Commission, DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
City of Helsinki Urban Facts.
Statistics Finland.

More information: Leila Lankinen and Tea Tikkanen. firstname.surname@hel.fi
Opening of the Urban Audit Website at the City Summit 18 October 2004, Noordwijk-Leiden
http://www.urbanaudit.org
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Gross National Product, GNP, NUTS-3 level,

2001

NUTS 3 region GNP EU=100

Amsterdam 176
Athens 71
Berlin 90
Bratislava 102
Brussels 218
Budapest 105
Copenhagen and Frederiksberg 191
Helsinki 144
Lisbon 123
Ljubljana 94
Madrid 113
Paris 302
Prague 136
Riga 50
Rome 121
Stockholm 145
Tallinn 61
Vienna 156
Vilnus 51

Source: Statistics Finland.

Population changes, NUTS-3 level, 2001

NUTS-3 region Nativity Mortality
per 1 000 in. per 1 000 in.

Amsterdam 14.0 8.7
Athens 9.6 8.9
Berlin 8.8 10.3
Bratislava 7.9 9.5
Brussels 14.2 10.6
Budapest 8.2 13.9
Copenhagen and Frederiksberg 16.0 12.4
Helsinki 12.3 7.5
Lisbon 12.6 9.9
Ljubljana 9.7 8.2
Luxemburg 13.0 8.7
Madrid 11.0 7.5
Paris 15.0 7.6
Prague 8.0 11.3
Riga 7.5 12.9
Rome 9.4 8.9
Stockholm 12.0 8.7
Tallinn 9.3 11.6
Vienna 9.7 10.9
Vilnus 8.7 10.0

Source: Statistics Finland.

Population density, NUTS-3 level, 2001

NUTS-3 region Inhabitants
per sq.km

Amsterdam 1 633.5
Athens 1 025.0
Berlin 3 798.1
Bratislava 291.8
Brussels 6 018.6
Budapest 3 331.4
Copenhagen and Frederiksberg 6 070.1
Helsinki 210.2
Lisbon 1 792.7
Ljubljana 192.2
Luxemburg 170.9
Madrid 652.6
Paris 20 355.8
Prague 2 349.3
Riga 275.0
Rome 722.3
Stockholm 282.1
Tallinn 120.9
Vienna 3 875.2
Vilnus 87.1

Source: Statistics Finland.
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Total Resident Population 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of total population aged under 15

in 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Average annual population change over five

years 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of total population aged 25–54 in

2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of total population aged 75 and

over in 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of households living in flats 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Nationals as a proportion of total population

2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of households living in owner

occupied dwellings 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of households that are one parent

households 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Unemployment rate 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Proportion of economically active in the

population 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Unemployment rate for 15–24 year-olds 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Percentage of women among elected city

representatives 2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Urban Audit perception index 2004: Satisfied

with public transport

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Number of cars registered per 1000 people

2001

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Urban Audit perception index 2004: Feel safe

in this city

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Urban Audit perception index 2004: Feel safe

in this neighbourhood

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Urban Audit perception index 2004: It is easy

to find a good job here

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Urban Audit perception index 2004: Foreigners

are well integrated into this city

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.
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Urban Audit perception index 2004: It is easy

to find good housing at reasonable price

Source: Urban Audit II, European Commission,
DG Regional Policy and Eurostat.


